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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."
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Eastern Illinois University, Charkston

Apportionment Board explains allocations
Amp may not

Members deny having
'give it away' attitude

be done asking
for subsidies

Bv D AVID T HILL
SIUDrNT COVfRNMENl EDITOR

Bv DAVID THill
SlUOENl GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Eastern's Apportionment Board voted to
allocate an additional $2,000 to the
University Board's publication, Amp, at last
Thursday's meeting. While some members
of AB say it should be the last rime the publication should need to address the board, it
might rum out differendy.
The Apportionment Board's job is ro ddc:gare money to organizations it "deems worAMY SIMPSON/THE CWlY fASTERN NtWS
thy" from the roughly $236,000 in the
budget, said AB member Mark Bates.
II
M1 Stiuo, left, IIIII Tttllart latH to ShNiut Stute's ,....mtiol
"If any fee-funded boards rome up with T111nUr il lllelnoii-TIIOOia .... ilfllllllrtil Lllllll' lillc .lr. hiYiniiJ llioL
something valuable to srudeots, why not
provide funds that are available for that?" campus distribution, he thought many of
"'Acrually, we had always planned on oomsaid AB member Maria Santoyo.
the money woes would end.
ing back for additional allocations," DeToye
The additional allocation for Amp was
University Board requested, and was said "Right now, $12,000 docs not even
one of six requests made by the University granted, nearly $23,000 last April for Amp, rover our printing costs."
Board on Thwsday night, Bares said.
staring that it would be a self..sufficient pubAr. the AB meeting on Thwsday, UB
Bates said he thought requests by Amp lication by the following year.
OWr Chris Stanfidd said the publication
were "getting near the end of the road," citHowever, that may not be enrirdy aue,
SU SUBSIDIES PAGE 9
ing that once the publicarion expands to off- said Nicole OeToye, editor-in-chief of Amp.

••••n

Apportionment Board Chair Jillian Ruddy said
the more than $31,000 on the table for last
Thursdays meeting was the only "real business"
the board has had all semester.
Despite the faa that AB granted all requests last
week. though, R1.ddy said the board did not just
hand over all the money requested.
"It seems like we just gave away $30,000 without thinking about it," Ruddy said "This was our
only real meeting but (the money) wasn't just
given away."'
However, a couple of members of AB didn't
express that way of thinking dwing the mecring.
"It's only $850," said AB member Mark Bates.
"We have plenty.•
The oonunent oould be takm as AB having a
frivolous attitude, but that shouldn't be the case,

Ruddy said
"Apportionment Board has a very important job
to do," Ruddy said '1'm nor oonccmed because I
know the people who said it, and I don't dUnk they
SEl
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Faculty .encourages
unity on campus
Lecture targets ways to overcome bias
Bv NIOC GI\MOilf
STAFF REPORTER

Racism is a diflicult topic ro openly
talk about, but with more of Gloria
Leit:sehuh's workshops, it rould get casJet.

Leitsehub, of the Deparnnent of
Counseling and Srudent Devdopmeot,
hdd the •Hdping ro Enhance
Srudents'"'Learning by" Engaging with
the Larger Community" workshop in
the Chadcston-Manoon Room of the
Marrin Luther King Jr. University
Union Tuesday afternoon.
Leitschuh showed a DVD ofa group
of African American srudents discussing
their thoughts and feelings about
racism and diversity.
One of the srudents in the video
described a rime when she walked into
a psychology class and was so surprised
by beUtg the only African American in
the class that she walked ouc.
Another student &om the film, Ari
Tukes, an Eastern graduate student in
counseling and student development,
voiced some similar feelings but had
some thoughts on how to improve
th~.

Cloria Llihoh~ of tM .,._...of 001111lilc IIIII stHnt den~, .,.aka to a CJ'OIP of stlldtlfs for fill
"'ttppac to EIIIIIOI StHtlts' ......... .., bpcilc willt ... Larpr eo.• ..., .......... CUrlatol........... illllelllrtil L111111' lillc .lr• .........., ..._

"We all need to activdy listen, swallow and digest things, but also hear each
other," Tukcs said at the workshop. 'Tm
not looking for right and wrong. but ro

take the initiative toward respect."
The main method Leitschuh uses to
actively engage a class is simple, she said
..The srudents and I design rules as a
group to CJlSl.ue that we all feel safe,"
Leitxhuh said.
Once these rules are established, the
class can begin its discussions.
The benefits of these discusOOns are
clear for Leitschuh.
"People become more aware of their
biases and awareness leads to change,"
l..eitschuh said.
Mildred Pearson, director of Faculty
Development, joined Leitsehuh in the
workshop.
Pearson voicod strong opinions on
the copies discussed.
~I use every medium I can ro bring
an awareness of respect," Pearson said
"You mUSt be oonfidant in who you
are."

Five people anended this workshop,
but that did nor maner ro Pearson.
"I don't focus on anything negative,"
Pearson said. "We had TAs (reacher
assistants) and GAs (graduate assistants)
today, and we have never had that
before...
Although few heard the message, it
was srill a powerful one.
"We are all from the same beginnings, and we all need to respect each
other," Leitschuh said.
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Hockey
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The Dally Eastern News is produced by the

students of Eastern IllinOIS University.
It is published daily Munday through Friday,
in Cha rleston, Ill., during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vacations
or examinations. Subscnpllon p11ce: $50 per
<emester, $30 lor summer, $95 all year.
The DEN is a member of The Associated Press,
which is entitled to exclusive use of all ar1ides
appearing in this paper.
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Resumanla
1 p.m. I Critiques available before graduation.
Open to all students; first
come, first served
1301

"Don't let the Marketers
Scare You!"
4 p.m. I Workshop about

techniques advertisers use
to appeal to emotions of
buyers

Charleston RoUer Hockey is looking for Eastern students to be players
and referees in a kague that begins
today.
There is no cut-off date to sign
up, but required equipment includes
elbow and kneepads, gloves, skates,
and mouth pieces.
More information can be found at
http://www.charlestonhockey.org or
by contacting Jack Spaniol at 34 53737.

Booth Ubrary Room 4440

Study Abroad
4 p.m. !Informational
session
Lawson Hall basement

"Water Resources
Sustainabillty:An
Ecological Economics
Approach"

Newman Center to
host relief concert
.

TODAY'S EVENTS

Career Services Room

. . . DENcitydeskOgmail.com

CAMruiiDITOil •••••••••• MEIGAH ~

o....-~~~~roa

SPEAKING OUT

7 p.m. I Workshop for
Geographic Awareness
Week

The EIU Hurricane Relief Group
is presenting a concert for the Project
Lazarus Shdter in New Orleans.
The shdter is a hospice for people
living with AIDS who cannot take
care of themselves, or whose Eunily
members cannot help them.
Entry is $3 at the door, and
includes pizza and performances
from bands, dancers and a deejay.
The concert will begin at 8 p.m. in
the Newman Center basement.

Physical Sciences Building
Room 3040

"The Little foxes"
7 p.m. I Play
The Village Theatre

Depression workshop
to be presented today

ONLINE.POLL

The counseling center will present a
lecrure today titled "I can't get out of
bed," highlighting the effects of
depression.
The leaure will begin at 7:30p.m.
today in the Sullivan Room in the
Marrin Luther King Jr. University
Union.

This week we ask our readers
"What is your favorite part
about Thantscivinc?''

ERIC HILTNERII'HE Qi\ILY fAS1tRN NEWS

Abraham Woroniecki of Eucene, Ore., discuues relicious beliefs Monday
afternoon outside McAfee Gymnasium. After confrontations with Eastem
students, he and his partner catflered tfleir equipment and left
campus.

A) The yummy food.
B) The football games.

a Spending time with the
family.
0) The turkey-induced nap.

COLLEGE &UNIVERSITY NEWS
HAVE A SUGGESTION'?
If you have an~

suggestion~

or ideas for

Friday classes debated nationally

amcles you would ltke to see 1n The DEN,

Bv LAuRtE Au

feel free to contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail

lllf

PIIIMONOBACK IU MIIRYlANU1

DENe1cOgmail.wm.

FIND AMISTAKE?
LCIU!o know if y<ltl finn a factl.ldl tm.- In The DEN
'-<>we t.1n provide the correct information to ()!her

l'l!ader>. C'.ootaa the ed1tc>r at561·2812 Of
OENeicOgmatl.<om.
PHONE: 217·581·2812

FAX: 581·2923

E-MAIL DENEICC9GMAILCOM

NIGHT PROOUcnON STAFF:
NIGHT CHIEF ••••••••••• HtUAJtY S£nu
CoP't CHJU ••••••••••••k~L£ MAYHUCH

VOTE@ WWW.THEDAILY
EASTERNNEWS.COM

COLLEGE PARK, Md, - As the
days pass to register for next semester,
the most covered classes are filling up
quickly. Students left ar the bonom of
the lisr and with no other options may
have to take classes on the most avoided day: Friday.
Some students at tb.is Wliversity will
do almosr anything ro avoid Friday

classe., reserving the day to catch up
on sleep or for internships. But with
smdents all vying for classes from I 0
a.m. ro 2 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, adminimators say there
0(!(.-ds ro be more dasM:S on ~riday to
keep options open.
At schools nationwide, there have
been sin1ilar pushes for more Friday
classes. With this fifth day of classes,
peer institutions' adminisrrarors say
they feel students will be able to grad-

uate quicker. Some faculty and
administrators say it's inevitable that
the push will come ro tb.is university
as well.
Duke University, much ro the dismay of many laculry and students,
increased their number of Friday
classes by 20 percent and nearly doubled their number of evening courses,
said Vice-Provost for Academic and
Administrative Services Judith
Ruderman.

88.9 or at weiuhitmix.net.
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Listen to "Wake Up LiveN with
Rob and Jenn Monday through
Friday for morning headlines on
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EARLY HEADLINES

AMSI'ERDAM, Netherlands - A
sparrow knocked over 23,000 dominoes in the Netherlands, nearly ruining a world record attempt before it
was shot ro death Monday, the stare
news~~

The unfortunate bird flew through
an o~ windqw at an exposition
center in the northern city of
l..eeuwarden where employees of television company Endemol NV have
worked for weeks setting up more
than 4 million dominoes in an
atre.mp.t .to bu:ak the. officialGuinn~

World Record for falling dominoes
on Friday night.
Only a sysrem of750 built-in gaps
in the chain prevented the bird from
knocking most or all of the dominoes
over ahead of schedule, "Domino
Day" organizers were quoted as saying
by the NOS news agency.

Campus Issues, a joint production between Hit-Mix and The
News.
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Lecturer focuses on forgotten facets of World War II
Dll!erenttexibooks
used in presentation to
explain grief, trauma
BY

!CAn:

KONIECZNY

STAFF REPORT£R

Over 400,000 Americans died in Wodd War ll.
In 1941, President Roosevdr spoke to congress
about World War ll declaring it was a war for freedom and the supremacy of human rights everywhere. It was in this monumental speech that he
spoke of the four freedoms: freedom from want,
ERIC RUSK/THE CWI.Y EASTERN N1:WS
lnmom of speech, freedom of religion and freeHistorian John Bodnar
a lechlre in Lumpkin lucflforium Monday eveninc titled "Whit
dom from rear.
Tuesday night, John Bodnar of Indiana a..rioans h•llbtr and Forcet abollt Wortd War II."
University gave a lecture enrided "What
Americans Remember and Forget about World book explanation of the war to a "mix of reality
Manchester uses the past to assess the present
War ll," describing how Americans remember the and myth."
and, as Bodnar said, uses his book ro critique whar
To show this, be used WUliam Manchester's he felt was "a decline in the nation."
war as good and a monumental achievement, bur
often forgers about the loss, grief and trauma book, "Goodbye Darkness." as an example. In
He then compam:l Manchester's memory of
Manchester's book, Bodnar said, although he the nation with the national World War ll memoinvolved in the fighting.
In his lecrure, Bodnar used d.itTerent literary "rcx:alls a noble past and a noble generation" he is rial dedicated in 2004 in the center of the
rexts to show how authors<U"C moving from a rextalso willing to admit "all that was losr" in the war. Washington mall.

civ••

.BAI.I'LE OF THE SEXES

Easten &nder detnocraPhics
• Men enrolled at Eastern: 5,034

Eastern women have higher GPAs and graduate faster than males
BY TABITHA MILUR

STAFF REPOIUlR

Women might be fulling behind .in school,
according to an article titled "Student
Performance: Males Versus Females."
1he article claims women are more silent in the
classroom, seem to have less self c:stecm and are at
a disadvantage when it oomes to science and mathematics.
But the women. at .Easrcrn could be proving
those ideas wrong.
Some srudenrs said they thought "WOmen have a
hlgber grade point average.
"Guys typically mature ar a later age, so I think
they would be into school larer in life," said
Ouisti.ne K.uspa. a sophomore special education

major.
'Tm going to say fcmales (have the rugher
GPA) There's a three to one ratio of girls. So yeah,
girls,, said Chris Ludwig. a senior English major.
The average GPA for women on Eastern's campus is 3.06. compam:l to 2.87 for males.
But, while women may be pulling a higher
GPA, on average, males performed better than
women in high school and scored slightly higher
on dleACI
When several Srudcnrs were asked which major
they thought would be mosr popular for females,
each srudent answt:red oorrcc:dy: elc:mcntary education. There are 1,005 women majoring in dementary education ar Eastern, compared to only
131 men.
'Td say elementary education because girls are

Bodnar described dle monwnent as a "neat,
clean version of what war is like," created in dle
style of classical architeCtUre.
This style, Bodnar said, is a "tip off that the version ofdle past is now beyond debate or question."
He compared it ro the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial, in which the surface is so reflective,
parrons can see themselves reflected in the
names of the dead; therefore "allowing the living to connect with the dead."
On the other hand, the World War II
memorial only celebrates the power of the
nation and "is basically there to honor." In the
memorial, there are no names, no graphic
images of the dead and there is no sign of the
remorse that Manchester expressed as an
author and veteran of the war.
Many students and faculty attended the lecture, which was the third in a series dedicated
ro former history professor, Barry Riccio.
History professor Ian Binnington said he
had previously traveled ro another campus in
April to hear Bodnar speak on a different
topic and attended the event ar Eastern to
support the "academic community" in bonging speakers on campus.

• Women enrolled at Eastern: 7,095

more into kids," said Kuspa. "&pccially ar this
time of life when (girls) are thinking abour having
kids."
"They're into rhar kind of sruff," said Patrick
Kelley, a oompurer informational systems major.
"Men aren't into that, at least nor as much as
women. "
Some srudcnrs said they thought men major
more in business and history
The majority of males are unclcclmd majors
but in a close second is physical education. "In
genc:ral, mosr of them look at (physical education)
as an easy job. they don't have to do much," said
Kuspa, afier she was told physical education was
the lead major for men. "So many people go into
it because of the breaks. They aren't going into it
because they want to hdp (the kids.) They go into

• Average men's CPA: 2.87
• Average women'~ CPA: 3.06

it because it's a career."
There are 471 men majoring in physical education ar Eastern compam:l to 198 women. Afi:er six
years of oollcge, 67 pera:nt of women graduate,
while 55 pen:mt of males graduate.
Physician Ruth Nass said males are more
prone to dyslexia, meaning that females may
get better grades but that doesn't necessarily
make them smarter, according to one of
Kleinfield's interviews.
In the article, women surpass men in writing and reading, while men have a greater
advantage in science and mathematics.

Housing prices lower in Charleston than in suburban towns
most Clmleston residents own,
usually ranges between $90,000 and

what

Bv ROt S1E1HT
STAFF R£PORTER

Owning a bouse is an integral part of
the Amc:rican dream. At some point,
almost everyone fantaSizes of a place

they can call their own.
But the price of that dream greatly
depends on where a person lives.
The average cnsr: ofa three bedroom,
two-bathroom ranch house, which is

$110,000, said Gayle Strader, a broker
at Rcl1 F.state Unlimited in Olarleston.
Property in Olarleston is less expensive than od1er pans of illinois largdy
because of the
Olarlesron has a relatively low population and is a good
distance from Chicago.
"Generally, the closer to water you
are, and the closer to the city you are,

rna

the more ocpensi...e property gets." said
Ed Sublett, of Free Sample Rclltor in
UkeForest.
For example, Orland PMk, a subwb
roughly 30 miles southwest ofChicago,
has an average home price of$250,000,
said Barbara Athiros of GMAC Rich
Real &tate in Orland Park.
Direaly west of the city lies Oak
M where the average bouse cnsrs
about $350,000, said Donna Smolak,

of a local &Max agency.
Sublett said Ollcago's impon:aru:.e in
the illinois housing piaure stems from
its large number of manufacturing businesses. living closer to t:be city also
offi:rs an easier oommute for those who

work there.
Strader said the Olarlesron housing
has been &irly constant in recent years.
"We bave more of a stable marker...• she said "We have some appre-

cia.tion rare, but it is lower than it would
be in some subwbs."
Strader also pointed out that
Omkstoru srarus as a university rown
serves to set it aside from other small
rowns, such as Mattoon.
· "It brings a lot of people here that are
not associated with the university. people who like to be where tho:e are things
ro go to, such as 1ccrures, concerts, ct
cetera,. Snader said

1305 Lincoln Ave
217-345-6424
Open for Breakfast
Weekdays Sam - llam
Weekends Sam - 12pm

Chicken Lunch 3 Piece Dinner

2 pieces of chicken
3 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw • 2 biscuits
coleslaw • biscuit
Every
Tuesday
11 a m - 8pm

*Great Student Living*
www.jbapartments.com

Doughnuts Are On Sale in the

UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
DON'T MISS OUT!!

$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.50 Half Dozen
45C Single Donut

Great Low Prices!!!
100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY 111J.m
Call 581-3616
to place your order

I
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. COMMENTARY
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EDITORIAL CARTOON BY RJCH.LAKEBERG
WILLIE GRIGGS
GUEST COLUMNIST

THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN MOVERS
AND SHAKERS
Two kinds of people exist in today's world- the movers
and the shakers. The movers are those who make rhings
happen through relentless work ethic and tireless effon.
The shakers are those who hope to shape the thoughts and
opinions of the people that they wanr to influence.
Quite naturally, many of us may feel that we are the
movers. We want to be the individuals that create change
and make progress through the values and ideals that we
have learned throughout our lives. Others are simply content with being the shakers. They are satisfied with just
playing a role or just being the component of a whole.
Seldom is there ever an instance in which an individual
does not realize how important it is to play an integral role
in society. In other words, a majorjty of our population is
knowledgeable of the consequences of apathy in the world
we live in today.
There are quite a few well-defined examples of apathy as
it relates to our generation. For instance, more college-age
students voted in the last presidential election than any
other rime in our nation's history. However, there were
those who still refused to vote because they felt that their
opinions would do lircle to change the moral and political
fabric of our society.
Also, division within our collective student body threatens the university's value system. If it is not carefully diagnosed and implemented, it may very well cause our university to deviate from the themes of diversity and unity that it
so proudly promotes.
Many peninent issues plague this campus, its surrounding communities and the nation at large. By developing
apathetic attitudes toward these issues, we are assuming the
roles of neither movers nor shakers. Those who fail to
assume a role in society are like straw houses whose remnants will blow in the direction of the strongest winds.
I consider myself both a mover and a shaker. I have certain convictions about myself that won't allow me to live in
a dormant state when there is a whirlwind going on around
me. I have the drive to confront things that disturb the natural order of my belief system (God, family, health, wealth).
I arn also quite sure that many others feel the same as I do.
On the other hand, some may disagree with me.
Disagreement does nor bother me. Lack of vision does.
How can anyone have a SO!lfld basis fo~ disagreement
when they can't care less about the issue at hand?
Otherwise, how can we right our society's wrongs if our
effon and concern is notthere to complement the issues
we raise?
In my eyes, the point that I arn raising is very valuable.
As long as we are students on this campus, what the
Student Senate does affects us. As long as we are American
citizens, the action of our governing bodies will have a
domino effect on us, the immediate American population
who are not wealthy and as fortunate as the upper echelon
of our society.
Had not the trailblazers of our civilizarion chosen to be
movers and shakers, our entire society would consist of
"human robots" whose existence would be reduced solely to
conformity and assimilation w ideologies of the powers
that be. In other words, life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness would be just a vague dream in the minds of many.
I cannot stress it enough that at some point we should all
ask ourselves whether we desire to be movers and shakers
throughout our lifetimes. This very decision is what will
undoubtedly determine the outcome of our future generations so long as the world exists.

Griggs, fl smwr j()ltrnalism major,
be
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EDITORIAL

Waiting for what isn't coming
More than 200 state lawmakers, officials, business leaders and administrators gathered in
Chicago Tuesday and Wednesday to discuss the
future of higher education.
The summir came up \vith a common solution
to most of the problems: mo;e money.·
Unfortunately, that money is not corning, and it
is unfortunate to see so much time and energy
invested into an impossible dream. The idea that
State legislators will suddenly decide that, afrer
four years of cuts and static funding, colleges and
universities deserve a bigger piece of the pie is
unrealistic.
The simple fact is that the state is still in a major
budget crunch, and until the total amount grows,
higher education's piece will stay the same size.
Elliot Regenstein, the governor's office director
of education reform, said that higher education is
not answering the quesnon of why they deserve

were made in The Daily Eastern News on Thursday.

At issue

Although he acknowledged that students tradi-

Funding complaints
regarding higher
education.

tionally are among the most politically active seg-

Our stance

the situation to change is for students to begin call-

It is unrealistic to
assume that trends
with raising tuition
will change anytime
soon because of the
natural patterns of the
economy. Because of
the economies
current tendencies
with supply and
demand, tuition
prices will not be
something that
changes even with
the active
parttcipation of
students and Student
GQvemment.

ing legislaton and lobbying on behalf of higher

ments of the population, he said the best chance for

education.
Maybe that is the case, but it isn't students' jobs
to do that sort of lobbying. If it rakes such an
extraordinary effon to sway the politicians, maybe
the fight isn't worth fighting.
A Common complaint is that· the costs of fund-

ing cuts and lack of increases is passed on to students via tuition hikes.
That may be true, bur if it is, then it is a result
of the natural forces of supply and demand.
Students will continue to find a way to pay for college, even if it means taking cost-cutting measures
such as going to a community college for the first
two years.

more money.
"(H.ighe education) has to be the ones to explain it

to

the

Colleges and universities have done a good job finding ways

w cut costs and do a solid job without the increases in funding

people," s:1e said.
Higher education is quick to point out its social ramifications,
but the same could be said for health care, pension funding and
elementary education, all of which are always jostling for more

they would Like.
They need ro continue to do so because the funding they are
asking for is not soon on the way.

funding.
Student Senate Speaker Adam Howell's solution was for students to stand up and fight for their tuition. Howell's statements

. The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editmia/ board.

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The staff at The Daily Eastern News
wants to know what students think
about current events, campus issues,
college living and anything else studems would Like to address.
Editorial cartoons run everyday,
while guest columns run once a week
on Wednesday. Anyone is welcome to
write a column or draw a cartoon, but
it is at the editor's discreLion when to
run the column or the cartoon.
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· COLUMNISTS NEEDED
Have an opinion? We want to hear
it! The Daily Eastern News is looking
for students interested in voicing opinions on campus, state, national and
international issues through columns.
The DEN reserves the Wednesday guest
column spor for students, faculty and
members of the community. Guest
columns should be a minim\lm of 550
words and can go up to 600 words.

CARTOONISTS WANTED
The DEN is interested in recruiting
cartoonists that display artistic ability,
particularly caricatures and tasteful
humor as well as address campus issues.
A grasp of the news and currenr events
is necessary for cartoonists to be effective.
Columns, cartoons and letters can be
submitted at room 1811 ofBuzzard
Hall.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: fhl' Datly tasrem N!!w' acc!!pts lerters to the edotor addressing local state, natoonal and International ossues. They should be less
than 250 word> and ond ude the ,\Uihors' name, tl!l('flhone numb<'r and addres~. Srud•mL' should indicate theor year in school and maJor. Faculty. admonisrrarion
and staff should indi ate thetr posrllon and department letters whose authors cannot be verified woll not be printed. We reserve the right to ed1t leiters for
length leiters can bf' "'nt to 11w n.uly I'.J;tem Ne1u at 1811 Bunard Hall, Charleston IL 61920; taxed to 217-581-2923; or e-maofed to
DENelc@~l.c:om ..
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Students organize a benefit show to help raise money for the Amer ican Red Cr oss
BY KRISTINA PETERS
STAff REPORTER

Fashion shows aren't common occurrences m
Charleston.
However, that will begin to change tonight ar
7:30 when the "Passion for Fashion" show commences.
This evenr is sponsored by the srudents in the
sociology of clothing class.
"It was originally a class project," said Katie
Shaw, professor of the class.

The srudents will still be graded on their work
but the outcome of this event has more significance than a letter grade.
"Passion for Fashion" is a benefit show, which
will help raise money for the American ROO Cross.
The admission is free. bur "we are going to be
cUeing donations." Shaw said
Fifty of Eastern's students will be modeling the
clothing. which are from the decades from 1900
to today.
About 25 are srudcnts of Shaw, and the other
halfare Eastern volunteers.

Faculty Senate
continues debate
over 10-minute rule

INTERNATIONAL STORY

BY SARAH WHrr"'EY

THE AssociATID

Since there are no males in the class, it was great
to have voluntcm. Shaw said
Students m Shaw's class had to find means of
coUecti.ng the clothing.
They browsed through thrift scores and
Goodwill to find what they needed.
They also had help from F.lculty and &mily
members who donated many useful articles of
clothing.
"We have Oapper dresses for the 20s," Shaw

Sa.Jd
Students will also be modeling poodle skim

French president says riots are sign of
'profound malaise' rooted in discrimination
PRISs

AOMINI\IRATION fDITOK

The 10-minure rule is again coming before one of
Eastern's governmg bodies.
The FacultySsenare will hear Smdenr Senate member
Cole Rogers give a presentation on what the Srudem
Senate thinks students should do when teachers don't
showup.
"He didn't have to go on the agenda, but he asked ro
go on the agenda officially because Srudent Senate has
been addressing what has been called the I 0-minure
rule," said Faculty Senate recorder John Sumac about
Rogers' presentation. "As far as I know, he's going to
present Student Senate's resolution or their thoughts on
. "
lL
Faculty Senate was scheduled to address the 10minute rule at their Nov. I meeung, but psychology professor Keith Wilson withdrew his question about the
topic from the senate's agenda.
Steve Rich, director of alumni services, will give
Faculty Senate an update on his deparrmem.
"We just want to know bow the office is doing," said
senate chair Assege HaileMariam. "We really would like
to know how are things are devdoping, if they have new
initiatives, things like that."
The senate will also continue its discussion of the university mission statement:. HaileMariam said it's an
opportunity for members to add new ideas they mighr
have thought since the last discussion.
Stimac said that everyone has the same idea concerning the responses to President Lou Hencken's discussion
questions bur one idea kept reoccurring.
"The item that kepr coming up over and over again
was thar certain members of the public, students and faculty when they talk about Eastern is {it's) a "cheap"
school, and we really want it to be known as an affordable school," he said
Faculty Senate meets every other Tuesday at 2 p.m. in
the Booth Library Conference Room 4440.

PARIS - President Jacques Chirac said
Monday that unrest in the poor neighborhoods of France is the sign of a "profound
malaise" the encire nation must work ro
heal through job-training and employment
opportunities for troubled youths.
In his first address to the nation since the
rioting erupted, the president said companies, unions and the media must hdp bring
diversity to French society and combat
what he called the poison ofdiscrimination.
French law must be obeyed, bUI values .
and hope also must be kindled in youths
living in the poor, largely immigrant suburbs ringing French cities, he said
"These events testify to a profound
malaise ... This is a crisis of direction, a crisis of reference points, It is a crisis of identity." he said. "We will respond by being
firm, being just and being faithful to the
values of France."
Chirac spoke after the Cabinet approved
a measure to extend a state of emergency
from 12 days ro three: months. The parliament was ro debate the biU Tuesday. There
will be a possibility of ending the measure
before the three-month term explfCS.
He announoo;i the creation of a corps of
volunteers to offer training for 50,000
youths by 2007, and told companies and
unions they must encourage diversity and
support employment for youths from
tough neighborhoods.
French media, which are not very ethnically diverse, must "better reflect the reality
of France today," Crurac said.
"We will not build anything enduring
without fighting this poison for society

Tuesday at

euuarty's

Bacon Cheeseburger & Fries $2.99

,~

$3 PITCHERS

,,. Lite, MGD & Som Aclams Olctoberfest

S1 Kamakazi Tooters

and greaser outfits for the 50s era.
Besides clothing. a lot of thought was put inro
making this event a suc:x:ess.
Some ofShaw's students were assigned to marketing and publicity while others were more
focused on the music and production.
The music, like the clothing. will also be fearured from the different decades.
For the 80s or 90s so~ New Kids On the
Block will be featured.
"Passion for Fashion," is open to all community members and students.

wh1ch is discrimination."
Speaking with a French tricolor and EU
flag behind him, Chirac said that discrimination- seen as a factor behind the violence
- should be combatted But he appeared ro
~e out U.S.-style affirmative action.
"There is no question of entering into
the logic of quow," the French leader said
And he defended the French modd ofimegrarion which seeks ro meld people of all
origins into a single mold - and which
many officials and experts now say has
~ed.
.
"At stake is respect for the law but also
the success of our policy of inregrarion,"
Chirac said.
The unrest has abated over the past week.
But the decision to extend the stare of
emergency unci! mid-February made dear
authorities feared the anger seething below
the relative calm could resurface.
First pur in place last Wednesday, the
state of emergency opens the way for
recourse to extraordinary action by regional
authorities, such as calling curfews 'or condueling day-and-night searches of homes.
The policy of firmness also includes deponing foreigners implicated in violence.
The magnitude of the unrest, marked by
nighdy the burning of vehicles, schools and
warehouses around the country, has
srunned France. The country's leadership
and many cirizcns learned the depth of discontent in France's suburban housing projects, largely home to immigranrs and their
French-born children disillusioned by discrimination and joblessness.
Chirac for a second rime pointed a finger
at parents, whom officials have blamed for
failing to stop teenage youths from the

desnucrive rampages.
"Parental authority is viral. Families must
assume all of their responstbilities. Those
that refuse should be punished as the law
allows."
While condemning the violence, Chirac
also reached out to disgruntled suburban
youths.
"I want to say ro the children of difficult
neighborhoods, whatever their origins, that
they are all the daughters and sons of the
Republic," he said.
The unrest has proVIded a perfect forum
for the far-right, which blames French ills
on immigration. At a rally Monday that
drew about 300 supponers, Nacional From
leader Jean-Marie Le Pen, who faced off
Chirac in 2002, castigated the immigration
policy.
"We let in 10 million foreigners over 30
years - it's wild insanity. No country can
handle that invasion," Le Pen said.
Philippe de Vtlliers, whose Movemenr
for France promotes French sovereignty,
echoed Le Pen, saying that "migratory
waves" are at the root of the "war of the suburbs."
The accidental electrocution deaths of
rwo teenagers who htd from police in a
power substation in the northeast Paris suburb of Clichy-sous-Bois sparked the unrest
that began Ocr. 27 and has hopscorched
around the country.
Scattered arson attacks continued early
Monday. Bur the number of vehicle burnings, considered by some to be a barometer
of the unrest, dropped sharply - 284 compared to 374 the previous night, police said
A week ago, 1,400 vehicles were incinerated in a single night.

IFCpac
would like to recogn ize:

AlbenaReed
of the Mathematic
Department as
October's Faculty of
the Month
Thanla for all your

hard work!

SOUTH
SIDE CAFE
Open Sam • 2pm Monday - Sat.
Breakfast served anytime!
Daily Specials
614 Jackson Ave. 345-5089
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Dlinois wants more blacks, Big law firm's decision
Hispanics to buckle up
to defend Ryan for free
THE AssociATED PRESS

CHICAGO -The Stare of Illinois wants
more young black and Hispanic drivers co
buckle up.
Citing national sruclies that show minority
teenagers are less Likdy to use seat belts, the
illinois Department ofTtansportation introduced campaign Monday to reduce the
number of blacks and Hispanics youths killed
in vehicle accidents.
"The No. 1 thing you do when you get in
the car is put on that seat belt," State Sen. Iris
Martinez, 0-Chlcago, told students at Benito
juarez High School in Chicago's largdy
Hispanic Pilsen neighborhood.
The campaign is part of the Chicago
Network for Traffic Safety's efforts to get at
least 90 percent of illinoisans buckled up, an
extension of the state's "Click It or Ticket"
program that encourages motorists to wear
seat belts as state law requires.
The network, which includes state and city
governments and community groups across
illinois, will use tdevision commercials, programs in high schools and increased police
patrols to sway minority youths statewide to
use seat bdts, lOOT officials said.
"This hdps magnify the conversation weve
been having all along in the classroom and
behind the whed," said Lee Miller, eli rector of
driver's education programs for Chicago
Public Schools.
Seat belt use in illinois over the past two

a

years has increased by 10 percent to 86 percent in 2005, according to lOOT. Bur almost
25 percent of blacks nationwide don't use seat
belts on every trip, according to a National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration study.
Another NHTSA srudy says the growing
U.S. Hispanic population likdy means more
crash injuries and f.ualities will come from
that group.
Motor vehicle crashes are the leading cause
of death for Hispanics age 34 or younger,
according to the Centers for Disease Control
and Preve:ntion and the National Center for
Injury Prevention and Control.
lOOT officials clid not have Statistics on
blacks' and Hispanics' seat belt use in Illinois.
At Benito juarez High School on Monday,
19-year-old Elliott Serrano watched some of
the public' service announcements the
Chicago Network for Traffic Safety plans to
air. He later said he thought the program
would get more people to buckle up.
Serrano knows first hand how important
that is. He bit his head on a windshldd during a recent traffic accident in Chicago, he
said. He was only slightly injured, but it
could have been worse if he and his mother,
who was driving, hadn't been wearing seat
bdts, he said.
''Ifsrudents see more images (of how worse
injuries can be without sear bdr use) maybe
they'll think 'I should wear a sear belt, because
you never know what could happen,"' he
said.

sparks court skirmish
THE A~SOOAno

PltEss

CHICAGO - George Ryan's lawyers urged
the Judge at his racketeering and ITaud erial
Monday ro tell jurors chat they shouldn't assume
the former governor is wealthy just because he is
being defended by one of Chicago's biggest law

firms.
Oefe~ anomey Dan K Webb said the firm
of Winston & Strawn is footing the bill for
Ryan's legal defense and char the former governor is paying his large legal ream nothing.
"The truth is that he hasn't paid us a nickd,"
Webb rold judge Rebecca R Pallmeyer.
Federal prosecutors claimed that Ryan's legal
defense fund had paid hundreds of thousands of
dollars to the firm, which is neaded by former
Gov. James R Thompson.
But Webb said the amount of money paid by
the lc:gal defense fund covered only a third of
the expenses and none of the fees for professional services that his lawyers would have charged.
Prosecutors said that in any case jurors should
not be told anything on the subject of Ryan's
wealth - or lack of it - or the free services that
Winston & Strawn is provicling.
Pallmeyer said she would consider the
defense request but would not rule immecliately.
Ryan, 71, and his longtime lobbyist friend
Larry Warner, 67, are charged in a 22-<X>unt

federal inclietrnent with racketeering, mail fraud
and other offenses.
Prosecutors say that as secretary ofstate Ryan
steered big-money state contracts and leases co
an dire circle offriends inclucling Warner and in
rum received free vacations and gifts.
Attorneys f!>r Ryan and Warner have challenged many of the claims prosecutors have
made and said chat in any case the two men clid
nothing wrong.
The cost of Ryan's lc:gal defense was estimated in published reports Monday at $10 million.
Webb told reporters over the lunch hour that he
was skeptical about the $10 million estimate.
"That's beyond any figure that I've beard," he
said.
Webb is one of the nation's top litigators,
with such corporate clients as Philip Morris and
the New York Srock Exchange eager to pay his
$750-an-bour fee.
Webb, himself, was listed as a member of the
transition team that Ryan appointed when be
was first elected to the secretary of state's office
in 1990- something jurors were not told.
Webb's name was redacted from the copy of
the list that was admitted into evidence. He said
be clid.n't remember taking part in any of the
transition team's activities.
The trial is in itS eighth week, and anomeys say
it is moving so slowly chat its on aack to go well
beyond the four months originally estimated.

Woman charged with bludgeoning death of son's intended wife
THE ASSOCIAtED PRESS

STATE

MUNDELEIN -A Lake County judge has ordered
Ddia White, 55, held on $10 million bond in the bludgeoning death of her son's intended wife.
The alleged incident is said to have occurred at the
Mundelein apartment the thttt of them were sharing.
Audelia Bogard, 43, was found dead in a pool of blood in
one of the apartment's bedrooms, authorities said.
Whice later told investigators with the Lake Counry
Major Crime Task Force that she struck Bogard in the head
several times with a blunt object during a quarrel,
Mundelein Deputy Police Chief Mike O'Brien said.
White was charged with one count of first-degree murder,
and appeared Sunday in Lake County Bond Court.
O'Brien said the high bond was not unusual in a brural
killing.

BRIEFS
Chicago archdiocese seeks new funds for
cash-strapped Catholic schools
CHICAGO- Catholic schools hit by soaring costs and declining enrollment could receive more money under a new plan the
Archdiocese of Chicago unveiled Monday.
New capital and endowment funds will hdp offset the burden
to parents of rising tuition, said Nicholas Wolsonovich, superintendent of the archcliocese that oversees 258 sch09ls in Cook and
I..ake counties.
"We have to find a way to take the (financial) pressure off parents," he said.
But Cardinal Francis George said in a statement that offi-
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cials want to raise at least $150 million for funds for tuition
assistance and capital improvements to older schools.

State unveils fint 'open' toll plaza
CHICAGO - lllinois officials on Sunday opened the first
[Qll plaza that eliminates the traditional rows of buckets and
booths, part of the sure's sweeping, $5.3 billion plan to ease
congestion on its toll roads.
The recon~cructed Irving Park Road plaza on southbound
lnterstate 294, near O'Hare Imernadonal Airport, is the first
of eight roll plazas to be converted by the end of the year.
The plan, dubbed "Open Road Tolling," replaces the barrier-style rows of buckets and booths with towering arches that
electronically deduct rolls from drivers' prepaid I-PASS
transponders.
Cash-paying drivers pull over to booths at the side of the
road, allowing I-PASS users to cruise through open lanes.
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pressure,
Knight Ridder
explores sale
THE AsSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK - Newspaper publisher
Knight Ridder Inc., under pressure from its
largest shateholders, said Monday it would
consider selling cbe company and ocher
steps to boost shareholder value.
The San Jose, Calif.-based publisher of
The Miami Herald, cbe San Jose Mercury
News and 30 ocher newspapers said it would
work with longtime financial adviser
Goldman Sachs & Co. to explore a possible
sale and other options.
Krugbt Ridder also said it bad changed its
bylaws ro allow shareholders to submit proposals at its annual meeting. rurrently
scheduled for next April, and also to nominate directors.

Report: FDA decision-making
on contraception 'unusual'
WASHINGTON- Federal health offidals took unusual steps in rejecting nonpre-saipcion sales of emergency conaacepcion
-and some documents suggest the decision
was made even before scientists 6nisbed
reviewing cbe evidence, congressional investigators concluded.
An independent audit made public
Monday found the Food and Drug
Adminisaation's May 2004 rejection of the
politicaJly charged morning-after pill deviated from 10 years of agency practice in
switching drugs from prescription to overthe-counter sales.
Long-suspicious members of Congress
immediately declared politics had trumped
science, and urged the FDAS boss ro intervene ro assure chat a still pending reconsideration of the pill's &te isn't based on ideology.

PREss

WASHINGTON -

Twenty

years ago, Samuel Ali to was just trying to catch the eye of Reagan

administration officials looking to
fill a political slot in cbe Justice
Department.
Bur the young conservative's
boast about being "particularly
proud" of his work helping to argue
that "cbe Constitution does not
protect a right ro an abortion" may
now make it more difficult for him
in his quest to join the Supreme
Court.
"This is the strongest statement
we've seen from a nominee on this
very controversial subjea for a long
time," said Sen. Charles Schumer,
0-N.Y., a member of the Senate
Judiciary CommJttee chat will hold
Alito's confirmation hearing.
ChiefJustice John Roberts, who
was confirmed by the Senate in
September, was able ro avoid many
questions about abortion during
his con6rmation by saying he spent
his time in the federal government
arguing his bosses' opinions, not his
own.
But Aliro put his personal opin-

Nominee is 'proud' of argument that
abortion right is not in Constitution
ion out there in 1985 when he sent
a document .ro the Reagan adminJ.Sttaoon, along with his application
to beoome a deputy assistant attorney general, saying his previous
government work had included
helping "to advance legal positions
in which I personally bell~ very
Strongly."
"I am particularly proud of my
contributions in recent cases in
which cbe government argued that
racial and ethnic quotas should not
be allowed and that cbe
Constitution does nor prorea a
righr roan abortion," wrote Alito,
who was rhen working for the solicimr general's office.
Republicans and Democrats
already are planning co zero in on
that Statement at his confirmation
hearing.
"I think that it is more reason ro
question him closely at the hearing." said Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa..
who will run Alito's Jan. 9 hea.rings
as chairman of the Senate Judiciary

Saddam's regime in 2003.
Meanwhile, National Security Adviser
ElMENDORF AIR FORCE BASE,.Alaska Stephen Hadley rold reporters aboard the presi- President Bush bwled new arguments against dential aircraft that two agenda items on Bush's
Iraq W2J critics on Monday as he headed for Asia trip were cbe huge Ollnese trade surplus
Asia, accusing some Demoaats of "sending wicb cbe United States and a U.S.-Japanese dismixed signals to our croops and the enemy."
pute over U.S. beef imports.
"That is irresponsible," Bush said. Bush
Neither dispute was expected to be resolved
addressed U.S. forces and their families during a on cbe president's trip, Hadley said.
refueling stop in Alaska. It was the initial leg of
"I don't think you're going. to see headlinean eight-day journey to Japan, South Korea, breakers" from the president's trip, Hadley said.
China and Mongolia. Bush has hopes of
On Sunday, Hadley acknowledged "we were
improving his image on the world stage.
,
wrong" about Iraq's weapons of mass destruc"Reasonable people can disagree about the tion, but he insisted in a CNN interView that
conduct of cbe war, but it is irresponsible for cbe president did not manipulate intelligence or
Demoaats to now claim that we misled them mislead the American people.
and the American people," Bush said. "Only
Iraq and other problems - &om cbe bungled
one person manipulated evidence and misled response ro Hurricane Katrina ro the indictment
the world - and that person was Saddam of a senior White House official in the CIA leak
...
H ussem.
invesrigarion - have taken a heavy roll on cbe
Bush, who wore a Bight jacket, was cheered president's standing. Nearing the end ofhis fifth
and applauded by the receptive audience.
year in office,
The president sought to defend himself
Bush has the lowest approval rating of his
against criticism by Demoaats that he manipu- presidency and a -majority of Americans say
lated intelligence and misled the American peo- Bush is not honest and they disapprove of his
ple about lraqs alleged weapons of mass destruc- handling offoreign policy and the war on terrortion as he sought grounds ro go ro war against ism.
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Pmi4ent Bush aad fint lacl1 Laura Bush lean
tht White Hou.. loaclay for aa eichf--day trip ·
to Asia to attend the ana1allsia-Pacifao
Economic Cooperation forum itt Soath Korea.
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Committee.
Bush picked Aliro after White
House counsel Harriet Miers withdrew her Supreme Court nomination when confronted by withering
criticism by some conservatives.
"This may explain why the right
wing expressed such enthusiastic
support for Judge Aliro after campaigning against Harriet Miers,"
said Sen. Edward Kennedy, 0Mass., one of several senators who
will meet with Alito privately on
Tuesday. "When he comes before
the Senate, Judge Alito faces a
heavy burden of demonstrating
that he no longer holds these
extremely troubling views and
would bring an open mind and a
real commionent m fundamental
rights and freedoms."
O'Connor has been a crucial
swing vote on abortion on cbe
Supreme Court, and Aliro's opponents fear that he and recently confirmed Chief Justice John Roberts
would swing cbe Supreme Court to

the right and lead to the overturning of cbe landmark 1973 Roe v.
Wade decision establishing abortion rights.
Alito, 55, has told senarors in his
two weeks of private m~ that
he has "great respect" for Roe v.
Wade as a precedent, but be did not
commit to upholding it.
Alito "joins a long list of jurists
who have written that Roe was
wrongly decided, including Rucb
Bader Ginsburg before she was
confirmed ro the court," said Sen.
John Comyn, R-Texas, a Judiciary
Committee member. "The question is whether he will put his personal views aside as any judge
should and base his ~on what
the Constitution says. His long
aack record as a federal appeals
court judge shows chat he has
indeed put his personal views on
abortion aside, and I have every
confidence he will continue to do
so."
The document was included in
more than 100 pages of material
about Aliro released by cbe Ronald
Reagan Presidential Library and cbe
George H.W. Bush Presidential
Library on Monday.

Bush slams Iraq war critics on way to Asia

Movement underwar to strip
judges of lawsuit immuniiJ
PIERRE, S.D.- A movement is under
way in South Dakota ro rum the tables on
membets of the bench.
Aaivists are trying ro pur a radical meas-ure on next year's ballot that could make
South Dakora cbe first srate ro let people
who believe their rights have been violated
by judges put chose judges on trial. Citizens
could seek damages or crimina1 charges.
The measure would overturn more than a
cenruryofsea:led law in the United States by
stripping judges of their absolute immunity
from lawsuits over their judicial acts.

7

Alito boasts of his work against Roe
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

SUBLESSORS
Female Sublessor needed
Spring 06. Campus Pointe, furnished, $400/mo. Everything
nctuded. Call 217-840-7081
11/16
Sublessor needed for January
2006. Large, One Bedroom
.1partment very ctose to cam?us. 618-599-8075. Kaitlyn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1116
Sublessor needed lor Spring
>emester. 1 bdrm nice apt.
)380/month. Pets welcome.
-:;au Jennifer 259-1742.
11/17
r:emale roommate(s) needed.
~pring semester. W/0, spa-:ious rooms, utilities and dishvasher included Call Rachel.
217) 821-5403.
11/18
Sublessor needed for Spring
'2006. WID, private bath, walk in
~loset Club house wltannlng.
rtness center and game room.
:able, internet, and all utiht1es
ncluded
$395/mo.217-5495999
11118
1-2 sublessor(s) needed- 2 BR
1partment, Spring '06. $260 a
-nonth per person. Water, trash
~luded. Will lease 1-2 people
~II 217-454-5939 or 217-412~934.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11118
'

Bedroom Apartment Spring
6 2 or 3 people. $300 per per.on. WID, 3 bathrooms, parkng, trash provided. Call 618"'91-3639
_ _ __ _ __ _ 11118

Sublessor needed, starting
January. Close to Campus. 2
Bedrooms.
$400/
month.
Utilities included except electricity. 815-275-4573.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18

PERSONALS
ATTENTION ALL GRAOUAT·
lNG SENIORS! If you are
interested in a yearbook of
your senior year, and are not
sure how to pick it up, come to
the
Student
Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard
Hall, and for only $6 we will
mail you a copy in the Fall
when they are published. Call
581-2812 for more Information.

___________oo

HELPWAmD
Brian's Place hiring Doorman.
2100 Broadway. Mattoon. 234·
4151.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11115
Brian's Place needs part time
OJ and Go-Go dancers. Apply
In person 2100 Broadway.
Mattoon 234-4151
11/17
Partlme Customer Care Rep.
wanted good speaking skills
required $8.00 per hour startIng. Call 345-5560.
________
11~8

SEMESTER BREAK WORK$17.25 Base-Appt. 1·6 week
work. Customer Sales/Service.
Conditions Exist. All Ages 18+
CALL TODAY TO INTERVIEW
BETWEEN 11/19·11~7 OVER
THANKSGIVING
BREAK.
Bloomington. (309) 661-Q888,
Chicago/Lincoln Park: (312)
397-1570, Gurnee: (847) 356·
3491 , Naperville: (630) 505·
0704, North Shore: (847) 8812566, Oakbrook. (630) 5743611, Orland Park: (708) 460·
9754, Schaumburg: (847) 9250708, or Rockford: (815) 3950554
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18
IBARTENOINGI $250/ day
potential.
No
Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
1·800-965·6520 ext. 239
_ _ _ 12112
Inserters needed. Mldnight-2
a.m. Apply at 1802 Buzzard.
00

FOR RENT
4. 6 BR House. 2 BR Apt for
06/07 close to campus 11 mo
lease. Partially furnished. Call
Mollie 815-786-4172. No pets.
_ _ _ _ _11/16
3 Bedroom apartment, newly
remodeled at 1409 9th St.
Second floor. $265 per person
plus utilities. 10 month lease.
Must see, no pets. Call Adam
at 515-321-87221or showing.
_ _ _ _11/16
Available for 2006·2007, fully
furnished apartments, four bed·
room house, and duplexes.
Ninth Street next to the Buzzard
Building and Lincoln Street
locations. OsL capable and
some utilities included in rent,
for additional Information call
348-Q157.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17
SPRING 2006. Jan.-June. By
campus, nice 3-bedroom, 1 and
1~ bath house with garage,
basement, washer/dryer. $780.
Call (708) 261·5741
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
FOR RENT FALL 2006·
Millennium Place, The Atrium,
Courtyard on 91h, Century
Crossing, Panther Heights,
Campus Edge and the East
View. The CLOSEST, nicest &
cleanest apartments around.
UNIQUE
Fully
furnished.
PROPERTIES 217-345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

PANTHER PADS has an 6,7,8
BR house for 06·07. CLEAN &
WELL MAINTAINED Only 1
block from Lantz. Call345-3148
lor details or check us out at
www.pantherpads.com
11/18
VILLAGE RENTALS. Renting
for 2006·2007. 1 BR & 2BR
Apartments. Also 1 BR Apt.
w/room for studyrng or 2nd
BR .
Laundry
Fac11ities,
Furnished & Near Campus.
Call for an Appointment (217)
345-2516.

------~ 11/18
Available for Fall of 2006- 3
bedroom. 2 bath duplex. east of
campus. 345·5821 or www rcrrentals.com for more Information .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11118
For Lease Spring 2006- one or
two person for a two bedroom.
fully furnished apartment near
Family Video OsL capable).
Call 348-0157 for additional
information.
11129
Now renting Fall. Spring 200607. Good location, OSL, furnished plenty storage. No pets.
235-Q405 or 317-3085.

----------------1~

House W of square. 2 Individual
bdrms, shared kitchen, WID,
air, $200/month 345-9665

FALL 2006. TWO BEDROOM,
TWO BATH APTS. WID 1026
EDGAR OR. TWO BEDROOM
HOUSE. 348-5032.
______________
1~

Starting 8/15/06 1. 2. and 4
bedroom apartments available
On campus close to EIU pollee,
locally owned and operated,
clean and nice apartments.
Furnished, some with dishwashers, central air, security
lighting, laundry on premises,
guaranteed parking, trash paid
"This is where you want to live I"
Please call 348-Q673 and leave
a message.
_ _ _ _ _ 12112
9TH ST. APTS. NOW LEASING
FALL-SPRING '06-o7. 3 &4
BEDROOM APTS.
OFF
STREET PARKING, TRASH
PAID, 11 MO. LEASE, SECURI·
TY DEPOSIT REQUIRED. NO
PETS. 348-8305 OR 549-9092
_________________
1~7

OARIGAN APTS, 751 6TH ST.
NOW LEASING FALL.SPRING
'06-Q7. 1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS.
OFF
STREET
PARKING,
WATER & TRASH PAID. 11
MO. LEASE.
SECURITY
DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
NO
PETS. 348-8305 OR 549-9092
______________
1~7

HOUSES FOR FALL. 3,4,5, & 6
bedroom. Ex. location. Ex. condition. Locally owned and managed.
345-7286.
WWVj.jwilliamsrentals.com

1 bdrm apt. for rent for 8/15/06
to 7131/07. PETS OK, just S of
campus ·Parking, garbage, heat
allowance, part fum or unlum.
Last mo & $110.00 security to
move in. $385/mo for 1,
$435/mo for 2. Leave message
348-8848.

00

~-------------1~8

1~

llte~ur~ limel
Crossword
ACROSS

29 16-Across Is
preserved in it

1 Mongrel dogs

s Color of honey

___r

moper person. Ph. 348.n46.
00
2006·2007 Very Nice Houses,
Town Houses, and Apartments
for 1 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 people. All 1
to 3 blocks from campus For
more information call us at 217493-7559
or
go
to
www.myeiuhome.com

campus. 4 locations to choose
from. Call 345-6533

------------------·oo

www jwllliamsrentals com
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing
now ·, & 2 bedroom units.
Good locations, nice apartments, off street parking,
trash paid . No pets. 345·
7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _00
BUCHANAN
ST.
APART·
MENTS: 1,2,&3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE
FOR FALL 05-Q6 PLENTY OF
OFF
STREET
PARKING,
WATER AND TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 345·1266

----------------~00
One bedroom apartments for
August '06-'07 PP&W PROPERTIES,
2
EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK AND 1
1~ BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD
MAIN ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2-person leases. Central heat &
A/C, laundry facilities. Water,
trash service, and off-street
parking included. Perfect for
serious students or couples.
348
8249
www.ppwrentals.com.
_________________00

----------------~00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has
2&3 BR Apts. available for
second semester Call 3456000

Houses for 4, 5, 6, 7. Starting
at $300 per person All on
campus side of Uncoln, less
than 1 block from EIU.
Compare prices and locations.
Best deals near campus. 345·
5048

South 12th Street. Call 348n46
________________00

--------------~00

----------------~00

----------------~00
Three bedroom apartment 2
blocks from campus. 10 or 11
112 month lease. Phone 3453554 or 345-n66

----------------~00
Available January 2006· Two
BR furnished apt. Stove,refrigerator,A/C, $445 single/$250 each
roommate. Trash pd. 2003

FALL 2006- 3 BEDROOM
DUPLEX 2009 11th St. 325.00
ea.345-61 00
www.jensenrentals.com

No. 1004

58 Clubmates
60 ·auicldyr

35 Gerommo, e.g.

63 Door sign

14 Meltable food
item

39 Powder holder

64 Where thunderstorms may

15 One of the
Flintstones

41 Theme of this

16 Salad cheese

42 Fraction of a
joule

40 Que. neighbor

puzzle

17 Keyboard key

43 The year 56
19 Go smoothly
20 No Mr Nice Guy
21 Joint with

a cap

44 Toughen, as
glass
45 O.TB postings

Italy

to marry while
in office

23 Cantankerous

48 Dovetail

25 Throw off track

so Memory gaps

XT Dates

54 "Enoughr

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

occur
66 Teeming

67lraq's_
Triangle
68 Mary Kay rival
69 Manipulative
one
70 Bakery supply
71 Make (one's
way)

DOWN
1 Hearst magazine, familiarly

120n

331t's a sin

2 Gastric woe

13 Swerves at sea

3 Played over

18 Cousin of a

34 Painting of flowers, e.g.
53 Spot for
sweaters
36 Barbary beast
55 Oil source
37 Secretive sort

4 Most quickly
5 Saddler's tool

6 Do some work
on a dairy farm

8 Toaster, or
roaster

11 am -1 pm.

www.charlestonllapts.com
LOOK FOR US FOR 0~07
RENTALS. From $230 to $475

Oldtowne Apartments: 1, 2, 3
Bedroom for Fall 2006. Close to

Edited by Will Shortz

7 Strawberry _

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS: Stop by the Food Court for a
tree gift and learn more about international education at EIU. Today

room. 2 bath apartments. Free
HIGH SPEED INTERNET, Free
CABLE TV, Free PHONEI New,
safe, secure and close to campus.
Lots of amenities.
www.jbapartments.com 345·
6100
_________________00

1o On the road

UNIQUE PROPERTIES IS
NOW RENTING FOR FALL
2006. We have many apartments at many different locations for 1,2,3,4&5 people so
close to campus. Don't sign a

CAMPUS CLIPS

Fall 2006- Luxury 3 and 4 bed·

62 Imam's faith

22 View 10 northern 46 Rrst president

checking us outl217-345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18

FOR REliT

32 ·surely you

Near campus. 3, 4 and 6 bed·
room houses. Large rooms,
A/C, local owner, no pets. 273·
1395.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11118

lease for next year without

FOR RENT

9 Autumn toiler

harp
24 Long (for)
26 Genesis son
28 Board game

tum
30 Encyclopedia
reader from
A to z. say

38 Lady of Troy
41 Stadium rollout

45 Electrical principie

52 Suffix with
Roman

56 Wouldn't stop
57 Touch up

58 Uma's land
59 W.W. II enemy

47 Parade day

.;;+..;..t.:.;~ 10 Ring

31 Caviar, essentially

49 Make dirty

61 Gives zero stars
to

~:..a..:...&..;;.~ 11 Popular

32 Bump hard

51 Fresh-mouthed

65 Torched
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INTERNATIONAL BRIEFS

SUBSIDIES:
C O NTINUED FROM PAGl

Putin names
defense minister
to deputy PM post
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MOSCOW- Presidenr Vladimir Putin promoted two top
Kremlin officials Monday. both mentioned as possible presidential candidates in 2008, and brought the tough governor of
an oil-rich Siberian region ro Moscow to be his new chief of
staff in a Cabiner shake-up.
Putin fust gave Defense Minister Sergei Ivanov the additional post offirst deputy prime minister Monday- a move he
said was designed to bolster elforrs ro improve Russia's miliwy.
Ar a cabinet meeting shown on television station NTV,
Putin said Ivanov's appointment was aimed at overcoming a
lack of coordination among ministries.
Putin also named his chief of stafF Dmirry Medvedev to
become first deputy prime minister.

Vaccination teams in Pakistan wam
of shortage of funds for treatment
UZAFFARABAD, Pakistan- A tear rolled down the cheek
of 5-year-old Syed Junaid Shah Monday as doctors from
UNICEF and the Pakistani Health Ministry vaccinated him
against tetanus and measles.
The boy is one of the 1.2 million children in Pakistan's
quake zone that doaors hope to immunize in me next two to
lhree weeks, bur organizers say they have only received about
half the $8 million needed for the program.
Without the money, "we will not be able ro complete the
whole activity. which means large numbers of vulnerable children will remain wiprotecred," UNICEF project manager
Edward Hoekstra told The Associated Press.
Syed also got drops to protect him from polio with an
added dose of vitamin A help ward off respiratory illnesses that
are easily spread during the coming harsh Himalayan winter.

Strong ear1hquake shakes northern
Japan, tsunami strikes coastal towns
TOKYO-A srrong earthquake shook northern Japan early
Tuesday, triggering a small tsunami that srruck coastal towns
about 200 miles from the epicenter. There were no immediate
reporrs of damage.
The quake, with a preliminary magnirude of6.9, hir ar 6:39
a.m. (4:39 p.m. EST Monday) and was centered off the east
coast of Japan's main island of Honshu, according to the U.S.
Geological Survey and Japan's Meteorological Agency.
Tsunami waves of 12 and 19 inches hit the city of Ofunato,
and 4- to 12-incb waves generated by the quake srruck at least
four other towns in the area, the agency said. Tsunami waves
are ofren barely noticeable in the ocean bur can rise to greater
heights once ·they reach shore.

CLASSIFIEDS
NEW 6 BEDROOM HOUSE
FOR FALL 2006111 you are
a group of 6 girls looking
for the newest, nicest, and
largest 6 bedroom, 3 bath
house two blocks from
campus CALL 345-6100.
Everything included except
electric and water. 375.00

EASTERN IWNOIS PAOPERTIES
t-ON L.E.ASING FOR FAI..l2006. 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, &7BEDROOM HOUSES,
APTS.,ANDDUPLEXES. VleN AT
WWvV.BPROPS.COM OR ~

TACT MEUSSA

@ ~0 OR

549-0212.

-----------------00
EXCEPTlONAI.LY ECONOMICAL!
HALF OF DUPLEX APT. WITH 1

a

www.jensenrentals.com
Nice houses and apartments
all sizes fer rent. All close to
campus. Good rates.345-

BDRM LOFT. FURNISHED FORA
SINGLE OR COUPLE. $38s.MO
FOR 1 OR $435iMO FOR 2. 1
BLOCK NORTH OF O'BRIEN
FIELD FOR SCHOOL YEAR

6967

~7. CALLJANAT34&8350.

-----------------00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

-----------------00
I ...

I
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bad planned to produce $12,000 in
advertising revenues bur was only able to
make $10,000. DeToye said that could
be attributed, in part, to the early narure
of the magazine.
"We originally started our ad prices ro
hook in advertisers and then gradually
raise our prices," she said. "You can't start
our. with high ad prices if people haven't
seen the magazine before. The longer
we're going, the higher we will raise
prices."
DeToye also said the assertion made
last year that the publication would be
self-sufficient any time soon was unrealistic.
"If you look at other publications,
they are in the red for about 10 years,"
DeToye said. "Obviously, we don't want
to be in the red, and if we don't use all of
the money (granted by AB), ifour ads go
up, it will go back to AB."
DeToye said, while the publication
may need to come back for more money
at a later date, she understands it isn't an
option thac will always be available.
'1 know chat we cannot keep doing
this," DeToyesaid. "It's northatwewant
to take the money, it's that we need to."

Bates said be hopes the publication Amp, she did say if the publication can't
does not need to come back to AB for be self-sufficient in a couple of years, "we
more money, bur if ir does, gerting said should probably reconsider it."
""
funding might be more difficult.
"Because of my leadership
experience,
"At some point they are going to be I know how a budget works and what it
on their own," Bares said. "It can't be a takes to build a presentation for AB,"
black hole. They've gotten a lor of Santoyo said. "J feel I know how to
money and there is a start up cost, bur judge and make a good decision for the
they're going to have to find a niche srudents." Santoyo served as UB chair
between advenising and asking for more for the 2004-2005 school year.
money."
AB Chair Jillian Ruddy !aid she
Bates also said he thought as far as on- thought if University Board came back
. campus concerns, the publication had for additional money for the publication
much of char handled and the off-cam- chis year, she couldn't imagine AB nor
pus distribution could be considered an being critical of the request.
expansion.
"I chink (AB) would be very leery
"Can they handle that expansion is about voting 'yes,'" Ruddy said.
rhe question," Bares said. "They've
AB also voted to grant UB's request
pushed it. Is ir bad? No. Is it getting for $11,000 for a new rem to be used on
there? Maybe. I think it still may be campus for various events.
worth a shot for another year or rwo."
Ruddy said the previous tent, while
DeToye said it might be a few years being loaned our by UB free of charge,
before the publication is fully self-suffi- had been on campus for nearly 20 years.
cient, but that is the ultimate goal.
'Tve seen char tent everywhere, I
Santoyo said one must take positive think most srudents have," Ruddy said.
effects of the publication into account
Ruddy also said the rent should be
viewed as more of an investment and
before judging it too harshly though.
"You have to think abom the available thar AB did suggest that UB charge
funds," Santoyo said. '%ld from what organizations to rem the rem in the
was presented it seems Amp is trying to future in order to help maintain the tent
produce a better quality produce."
longer.
And while Santoyo said it is too early
"The tent is a service to srudents as
to tell when the funding should stop for well," Ruddy said.

AniTUDE:
CoNTINUID f ROM PAO' 1

really have that attitude."
Bares said while be did nor recall
making the statement, if he did, it is
nor the way he really feels.
"I meant, 'It's $850, is that going to
get students to come our (to events)?"'
Bates said. "I think it will. And we've
got it, so let's go ahead and use it."
Bares went on to say he felt his view
of spending money, students' money
in specific, is conservative and cautious.
Bares said if members of the
Apportionment Board do have a frivolous attitude to spending students'
money, they should be removed from

AB.
"h's rhe students money we're
spending," Bares said. "It concerns
me. "
Bares did say rhar AB has nearly
$236,000 and few organizations

ol-\,

"H seems like we just gave away $30,000
without thinking about it. This was our
only real meeting but (the money) wasn't
just given away."
J IUIAN

are utilizing the chance to use char
money.
"We've got this large pot and no
one's here to ask for it," Bates said.
Bares also said that while a f{ivolous
attitude does concern him, it is difficult co be too picky when granting
money to organizations.
"At this stage, AB can't go through
(requests) and pick out $5 here and
$10 here." Bates said. "We have to
kind of pass or deny the whole thing."
Bates used the example of the

'N~\T ...

FOR RENT .

FOR RENT
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BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER
I FEa LIKE l}IERE'S
A REAlLY. REALLY

RJNNY ..S(OOTER" LIM'
NI(J(NAME l}IAT WE'RE
AU. JUST MISSING.

I

Ruoov, AB CHAIR

upcoming Spring Fling.
"Should we spend thousands of dollars for tie-dyed r-shiris? No, char's
ridiculous," Bares said. "Bur am 1
going ro fail the whole program? No,
it's a prerry good program."
So, Bates said, the board must
choose whether or not to grant all the
money on a request or none of it.
Bates also said he wasn't sure if the
comments made by AB members were
serious, but he "really hopes people
don't Look at it that way."
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STATE FOOTBALL BRIEFS

Fumble could

put Saluki's
postseason
in question
BY WILLIAM fORO
~ILY

EGYPTIAN ISOUTHfRN ILLINOIS U.)

CARBONDALE -The SIU football team's hopes of
an outright conference championship and an auromaric
playoff bid were wiped away within a matter of minutes
during the fourth quarter of the Salukis' 25-24 loss at
Nonhero Iowa Saturday.
No. 4-ranked SIU (7-3, 5-2 Gateway Conference) led
the game by two touchdowns going into the fourth
quarter and appeared w have control of the game until a
quesrionable fumble call by the referees shifted the
momentum toward the Panthers.
Early in the fourth period with an 11-point lead, the
Salukis drove the ball deep into UNI territory and imo
scoring posicion. On a second down, senior SIU quanerback Joel Sambursky completed a pass to senior right
end Braden Jones, who dropped rhe ball after being rackled.
Referees ruled the ball a fumble, although replays on
the UNI-Dome's jumbo screen appeared ro show Jones'
knee was down well before he lost the ball.
Sambursky said tb.e botched call by the referees was a
turning point in the game.

ILLINOIS st

o, INDIANA STATE 28

NORMAL- The Redbird offense was so busy totaling
708 yards of total offense and their third-highest point wtal
in history with 70, they managed to forger about AllAmerican Ray Guy candidate punter Ryan Hoffman.
That's right. Punter Ryan Hoffinan, despite being a senior on senior day. did not get a chance to appear in his 6naJ
game at Hancock Stadium. His offense just didn't need

him.
"' guess 1 might have lost traek, bur I never would have
guessed we bad those kinds of numbers in me fourth quarter," head coach Denver Johnson said "It was a pretty good
day, and 1hope some people around me country notice it."
After defeating me Indiana State Sycamores 70-28, tb.e
Redbirds will now have to wait-until Nov. 20 to see if their
7-4,4-3 reoord will be good enough for a bid w this years
Division 1-M playoffs.

Benson out three to six weeks
Sprained knee
ligament sidelines
first-round pick
THt AS!>OCIATtO PRE~~

lAKE FOREST - Cedric Benson's
first NFL start could tum out to be his
last one of the season.
The Chicago Bears' top draft pick
sprained a ligament in his right knee during the second quarter of Sunday's game
against the 49ers and will be out an undetenninc:d amounr of rime.
Coach Lovie Srnirh said Monday he
expeqs Benson to play again this sea:son.

"We mink right now it's week-to-week.
Hopefully we'll ger him back before long.
We don't know exaaly how long it wiU be.
bur we know that we'll ger him back some
time this year," Smith said.
Benson got the stan against San
Francisco with leading rusher Thomas
Jones sidelined by sore ribs and gained 50
yards on 12 carries. As he was being hit for
a 2-yard loss by San Francisco's Isaac
Sopoaga in the second quarter, Benson's
right leg twisted under him and he had ro
be wheeled off the field on a cart.
He sprained the medial collateral ligament in hiS right knee.
Adrian Peterson rook over and finished
with 120 yards on 24 carries and had a
TO run in Chicago's 17-9 victory.

"Cedric Benson was having a real good
game yesterday before be went down with
me injury. Each time he plays we get a
chance to see more and more whar he'll be
some day for us," Smim said. "And Adrian
Peterson just continues to play well every
time we give him an opporruniry."
"When Cedric can come back and hdp
us win and play injury-free, we'll get him
out there, roo," Smith said.
The Bears (6-3), leading the NFC
Nonh with a five-game winning streak.
have seven games remaining.
"We definitely think he (Benson) can
be pan of the stretch run," Smith said.
"That's why when you see an injury like
mat, you are expecting the worst and you
find out it's not that bad."

Kreutz won't be punished for causing fight
LAKE FORFA<;T - Bears
center Olin Kreutz will nor be
suspended by Chicago coach
Lovie Smith for breaking teammate Fred Miller's jaw in a
fight last week.
The players admitted
Monday they had the fight.
Smith, obviously unhappy he
wasn't told the truth about
what happened until !are last
week, said he won't suspend
the players but will discipline
them. He wouldn't be specific,
but fines are ccpecred.
Miller needed surgery last
week after inirially saying he
hun his jaw in a fall ar his
home lasr Monday.
"We're disappointed - and I
really found this out later on in
the week- we're disappointed
in the fact we wc:ren~told right
away," Smim said Monday.
"But you know when you
have a season going like this,
guys like to protect the team as
much as possible and dw's

what happened."
Miller and Kreutz carne to
the Bears locker room Monday
- ir is often not open after the
tt.-am wins rhc previous day made st;.ncments and rook a few
questions about the incident.
"We realia: it was sometb.ing
very stupid on both of our
parrs and it's not going to happen again." Miller said as he
apologized to his family, his
teammateS and Kreutz.
Details of the fight were not
dear, and neither Kreurz or
Miller would provide them.
They cune forward with their
admission after reports came
out Sunday, saying Miller's
broken jaw did nor come from
a fall.
"I found our about it later in
the wedc. on the ~d and I
started dealing with it then,"
Smith said "Guys make mistake; and sometimes you say
things to try to cover up something. and in the end most of
the rime the truth comes out.
Which it did. Now we're

admitting the truth of whar
happened and we're going
from d)c:rc."
Miller missed Sunday's
game against the 49ers, ending
a sm:tch of 11 0 straight starts
dating back to 1998. He will
also be siddined this Sunday
when Carolma visits Soldier
Field. John St. Clair will start
again in his place against the
Panthers' talented defensjve
front.
Kreutz, a four-time Pro
Bowl center, said, "Things got
out of hand. Something happened and it just got out of
hand."
Kreutz, who is 6-foot-2, 292
pounds, and the 6-7, 320pound MiUer, an offensive
raclde, said mey talked after the
altercation. \
"I don't know if it will ever
be completely gone, you know,
but we're over it,n KreutZ said
"The team is the No. 1 thing
and we're going to try to move
on."

Miller, a 10-year veteran

who was one of the Bears'
main offseason acquisitions,
characterized the incident as
"immature and stupid."
"Olin and J don't have a
problem with each other," said
Miller, who has a sreel plate in
his jaw.
"We're srill going ro go out
there and play and we're going
to work together. We're srill
going to go out on our regular
nights and have dinner together as an offensive line and as a
unit.
Smith reiterated that the
concocred story was as big an
issue as rhe aaual incident.
"We had a fight, or not even
a fight, mere ~ an altercation. It was no more than
that," Srnith said.
Defensive
back Jerry
Azumah said Monday he doeso' t ccpcct the incident ro be a
distraction.
") think adversity happens
on every team and it's all about
how you deal with it and how
you handle it," Azwnah said.
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WRESTLING

Panthers finish first meet
of year in middle of pack

STEVENS:

PATRICX VITT

STAH KEPORTtR

The wrestling season began on Sunday for
Eastern who finished the Central Missouri
Open with a solid 11th place finish out of 20
teams.
The 18 wrestlers representing Eastern finished with a 23-34 overall match record for
the meet with 73 points. Junior wrestler
Kenny Robertson, who placed in last season's
NCAA finals, took second place in the 174 lb
bracket with a 4-1 record in the meet.
Robertson's only loss of the meet came
against Missouri junior Ben Askren, who is
ranked No.I in the NCAA in the 174 lb
bracket.
"Kenny (Robertson) did not wrestle very
well ~ that march, it was his first (tournament), and be was just kind of off the mark,"
McCausland said. "Next week we will be
wrestling at the Missouri Open and Ken
should get another chance at him then."
Last season, Robertson lost his only meeting against Askren, and when Mizzou came to
Lantz for a dual meet, Askren didn't wrestle.
Robertson will be counted on heavily to
lead this Panthers team by word and by
action. Along with qualifying for NCAA
finals last season. Robertson, as a sophomore,
was counted on throughout the season co
deliver in key pressure situations and routine-

JAY GRAB IEC/Il-IE 01\JLY EASTERN NEWS

Senior Chris Ravenna and junior Kenllf Robertson prtctice acainst each other Wednesday
afttmOOI

lydid.
With the success Robertson had as a sophomore last season and Askren's number-one
ranking, Sunday's match was the beginning of
a great collegiate wrestling rivalry.
Junior Danny Perez also fmished well, taking fifth place on his way tO four wins, three
of them pins. After wrestling behind NCAAqualifier Pete Ziminski for rwo seasons Perez

is the top heavyweight for the Panthers.
Panthers head coach Ralph McCausland
knows that Eastern has room for improvement but .was satisfied with some aspectS of
Sunday's matches.
"This weekend was a good indicator of
where we are at," McCausland said, "And
what we need to work on for wins, more individually than collectively."

Mtflthew Suve!IS is the associated sports ulillJr and

ifyou would like tQ ask him why he ink wise etUJUtfo
fQ
run
the
OVC
Danvillel999@yahoo.wm.

SWIMMING

last rwo seasons.
"Laureri is more confident going to the
basket and making plays driving through the
lane," Sallee said. "She simply makes plays
and can get in your shorts on defense."
ln 2006-2007, Marie Baker will make it
three players Wl the Panthers roster at 6-foot2. The three-year srarter at Prospect High
School in Chicago was named to the Oa¥y
Herald All-Area ream after averaging a double figures in scoring and rebounds last season.
"She has me greatest pair ofhands I've ever
seen out of a pos1 player. I can't teach mar,"
Sallee said. "Ifwe get her comfortable and in
a coUege weight room, she could be a serious
force on the block."
Baker received a McDonald's AllAmerican nomination this fall and was
named ro the All-State Honorable Mention
list.
"Physically, she could quickly become a
go-ro post player," Sallee said.
Sallee didn't fail to mention how he signed
the Moline AAU crio from a rival area.
"The cool thing is we went into Western
illinois' backyard and got them," Sallee said.
"These girls could've and may have in the
past gone co Northern illinois, Loyola or
lllinois State. They aU want to be a part of
something."
Now Sallee has a coaching dream of a
· problem ofhow to get playing time fur aU 10
underclassmen on next year's roster.
'Tm not really worried about that, but
what I do think about is when they are juniors and seniors, what's this team going do,"
Sallee said "With this group, we should be
able to compete for championships."

After taking first place at the llamher lnvitarional
lasr weekend, Eastern's men and women's swim
reams proved irself ro be worthy rivals for Western
illinois, defeating the Leathernecks in a clual meet at
Lantz Natatorium on Friday.
Early in the season, the Panthers looked for this
rnaoch to show the Leathernecks the kind ofcompetition mey'll be up against during the MidContinent Conferen<X. a conference Eastern just
joined, meers to come.
"We wanted to show Western r.har we're a good
team this year," said freshman Brent Noble.
"We went into it preay confident," said freshman
Joe Ethington. "(Then) we knew we had tO get first
in (the 400-yan:i medley) relay."
They dove in and did just mar, dominating in the
first rwo events, the men's and women's 400-yan:i
medley relays. In the women's relay, Eastern rook
first (4:05.7) and third place (4: 12.7), earning a coral
ERIC HILTNE R/THE 01\llY EASTERN NI:.WS
of 13 points to Western's four. The men rook first
(3:40.5) and second (3:442), bringing the score to Both the men's aad wollltn's teuas defeated Westem Illinois 01 Friday at the Lantz llatatoriam
28-6 going into the third CV\'!llt.
"'Those one-rwo finishes in relays were big."
Young broke her own school record fur the sec- 18 points roward the team's win. Freslunan Allie
Noble said. "It showt:d we're a Jot deeper team than ond time this season with a 6n.ishing time of2:25.06 Mci<cnze took second in the 1-merer and third in
they are."
in the 200-yard breast.
the 3-merer competition.
"For being side a week and not practicing, I was
As the meet wmt on, Western pushed back in
"' dropped 100: a second and a half since last
weekend's
meet,"
Young
said.
shocked,"
Kooken said, adding thar evcryone ar the
several frccstyle races, finishing first in the womens
Continuing
their
relay
domination,
the
Pantbers
1000-yard, the men's 1000-yard and me women's
meer pulled their weight and attributed to Eastems
200-yard.
finished fust in the worncn5 400-yard frc:cstyle relay overall win.
Eastern dominated the women's 200-yan:i indi- with 3:42.7 and finished first (3:16.8) and second
The Panthers defeated the Leathernecks in 15 of
vidual medley, with senior CJaire Garvey touching {3:19.6) in the men's 400-yard fieestyle relay.
26 events, with a final score of273-207.
the wall at 2:14.4, followt:d by junior Brittany
Diving was another ofthe Panthers' strong points,
"We knew that that was probably our biggest
Wminger at 2:15.4 and sophomore Patty Young at with fu:shman Kara Kooken taking first in the l- dual meet, so it was really satisfying to get the win,"
2:18.5.
and 3-merer diving competitions, earning a total of said freshman Sheila Dugan.
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RECRUITS:

Both teams defeat Leathernecks

#

12

place, five for second and one for third. Problem
solved. Bob Spoo is similar to your favorire grandfather that gives out candy. Who wouldn't vore for
that? Eastern wins.
Most Top 3 Eddie Robinson Aw.ud finishes:
Speaking of Mr. Oops Bob, he has finished second
for the 1-AA national coaching award. Neither ofthe
other two have at all. Eastern goes to the playoffi.
Least Offensive Nickname: Gamecocks, enough
said. Colonels technically could have had some
form ofslaves before the CiVil War so EKU is our.
Thanks to Prowler, Eastern goes to the playoffS.
Live Auction: We call it a playoff bid, right? So,
make them lirerally bid for it. Who doesn't think
director ofarhlerics Rich McDuffie wouldn't mortgage the value of the university to please Eastern
faithful? Not me, largest bid would also get a horne
game in me first round and Eastern wins.
Nicest Looking Uniforms: I have personally
polled the female members of the Daily Eastern
News night sraff and, in an upset, Eastern
Kentucky wins this aw.ud, go figure.
Most Extra Poinrs Held in a 2005 NFL game:
Who knew Tony Rorno would lead us to the playoffi again? Thanks to me Dallas Cowboys backup.
EIU wins again.
Hot Dog Eating Conrest Take the five offensive
lineman, and well, you know the rest. Using only
weight to judge, EKU is the favorite bur the
Panthers could suddenly spend a scholarship on
Kobayashi to earn the playoff berth.
Rock, Paper, Scissors: Note to McDuffie, you
have an assistant coach named Roc, how could it
fail? Eastern wins.
Okay, maybe these are ridiculous, bur bow
much more crazy are these than a coin ross. As
Socrates once said, "The only true wisdom is in
knowing you know nothing." There's no doubr
about it, the OVC is ouly run by wise people.

Robertson places
second in first
meet of the season
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PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
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Foolball at )arksonville Sea~
VoDeyNII (OVC Touns-' Saii-Fluh)
MEN'S BA!.KETlii\U 1\T XAVlER

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

Eastern Illinois Univmity, Charkston

15, 2005
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THROWIIG
HEAT

Eastern nabs trifecta of talent
Bv MAnHEW STIVENS
ASSOCIATE SPORTS COITOR

Brady Sallee couldn't wait for the
news.
The recruiting plan for Eastern's
second-year women's basketball coach
became dearer after three players
signed Tuesday.
"Being able co see the big picrure, I
couldn't be more excited with the
three ladies we got," Sallee said.
Over the lasr week, Sallee was quietly whispc:ring that he had a recruiting class thar, mixed with this years
eight newcomers, could take Eastern
our of the basement of the Ohio
Valley Conference.
"These are the players we targeted
from day one and thought 'if we
could get them, wouldn't that be special,'" Sallee said
The effort ofSallee and his staffwas
centered on the perimeter duo and
post player that signed National Letter
of Intents.
"'All of our money was used on get-

ring them and fm so happy that we
were able m make a connection with
all three," Sallee said. "1 cook a red-eye
to Vegas to warch one play and then
immediacdy got on a second to watch
the another in Georgia. Somebody on
our staff saw every one of their
games."
The pair of guards that Sallee said
could make an immediate impact
their freshman year are Ashley
Thomas and Laurent Sturtevant.
Thomas is a dual-threat perimeter
player that can play the point and
shooting guard positions. The Moline
native was a Third Team All-Stare
selection by the Illinois Coaches
Association and is her high school's
all-rime leader in steals.
"I can r.dl you after playing with her
for a couple of years, she's a great player," said freshman guard Megan
Edwards. "It's so nice to have her here
in the fu rure."
The three-year starter will likely
surpass the 1,000 career point mark in
her senior year this winter

"I told her that her job is to get
Ashley Thomas," Sallee said.
this
"It's nice to hear that people you've
already played with are coming."
Edwards said. "Shes a great shooter
compete
that plays with intensity and is such a
sman player." •
championships."
Sallee remembers two years ago
watching the trio of Edwards,
Thomas and another Tuesday signee,
BRADY SAWE, HEAD COACH
Marie Baker, play for the same Moline
AAU team.
"It's funny because I didn't know at
"In Ashley. I feel like we signed one
of the best guards in the State of the time that I was looking at our
Illinois," Sallee said.
future backcoun and post threat,"
In Sallee's new up-coun system that Sallee said.
provides several opportunities to outThomas' perimeter partner wiU be
side shooters, Thomas should get the Indiana native Lauren Sturtevant. The
chance to fill up the basket from long athletic wing player will join Eastern
range.
freshman lindsey Kluempers as the
• t can't tell you bow good a shooter duo from Flshers, Ind
Thomas is," Sallee said "She is a comSturtevant was the only junior
plete player don't get me wrong but the named to me Indianapolis Star's
first thing people notice is her shot."
All-City team after posting double
Because she played on the same figures
10
scoring
her
AAU team as Edwards, Sallee used his
sa; RECRUITS PAGE 11
current player to recruit a future one.

''Wdh
group, we
should be able to
for

WOMEN'S RUGBY

Panthers roll over the Aggies
_. WOMEI'S RU&IY
RESULTS
In a game that was heavy on the
hearts, the Eastern WOmenS rugby team
completed a 9-1 season Sunday with a
25-0 viaory over Texas A&M in Utde
Rock. Arlc.
After the Panthers completed another
dominant season true to form Eastern
head coach Frank Graziano admitted
that "there were tcuS in our eyes since
last Thwsday."
Like the eight viaories that prr:a:ded
Sunday's game, the Panthers combined
a tenacious defense and an opportunistic offunse in their win over the Aggies.
Bur, unlike the pn:vious nine games, the
Panthers used penalty kicks instead of
trys as lhei.r offmsc of choia:.
Senior Byhalf Jamie Buenzow converted 5-of-5 penalty kicks for 15 of
Eastern's 25 points.
"We hadn't used the penalty kick all
season,n Graziano said "Mosr of the
rime when reams committed penalties
near the goal line; we scilllried ro pound
it in. Bur, the weather Yf'IS never this
bad."
Nor only were the Panthers playing in
a constant, heavy downpour, but it also
was a smaller 6dd Mosr rugby fidds are
75 yards, but the one in Lin:le Rock was
60 yards, making it hard for the Panther
~ tO IDOVe around and find space.
"Sam {Manto) and MoUy (Cutter)
had a hard time getting unrracked,"
Graziano said "I never saw a 6dd that
small. Our strength is running wide, but
if we ran wide on that 6dd we would

Date
9/3
9110
9/17
9/24
10/1
10/7
10/16
10/29
11/5
11/13

Opponent
WJICOOiin

Score
82-0
~
69-0
CemalMichipn 61-S
CJernmn
89-0
at Vuginia
10-29
at Tennessee
83--0
at Ohio Stare
12-0
()ldahuma
61-0
vs. North Carolina 86-7
vs. Texas~
25-0

2005 Record

Points For

Points Against

9-1 578 4

have been outofbounds."
The day was not a total loss for
Manto. The freshman wing tied Nikki
Ponce's recmd for trys in a season with
29 as Yodl as points in a season with 145.
Juruor scrum-halfMarl.i.se Davidson also
notched her 6fih try of the season ro put
the Panthers on rhe board early.
Over the last three seasons, Graziano
was mosr impressed with Sundays viaory. ranking it as high as a 45-5 vicroty in
2003 over Stanford; a viaory Graziano

calls Ius best eva.
"We played superb," Graziano said
''I can't think of enough words to
describe how we played It's one of the
biFt wins at Easrem and in my
~"

The Panthers will lose nine seniors ro
graduation, bur are looking coward the
future rather than the past.
''I'll never forget these girls,n Graziano
said "Someday. they can come backand
say. 'I started this program.' fve nevt:r
seen a ream come together as well as
they did"

5:30p.m
1:30 p.m.
I p.m.
1:30 p.m.
6p.m.
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Playoffs
berth by
chance
God forbid Eastern aetually end
this magical season on a loss. Bur
even the coaching staff will admit
under their breath that it could go
either way.
At that point, the Panthers will
have co bring its lucky coin to the
parry in order ro secure rhe Ohio
Valley Conference ride and the
aummaric playoff berth.
That's right, the conference big
wigs in Tennessee have in their
rules that if there is a three-way tie
between
Eastern
Illinois,
Jacksonville State and Eastern
Kentucky, a coin toss will settle the
matter.

I give the OVC officials credit
for one thing. I didn't think it
was possible to hear a more idiotic football rule than the infamous Tom Brady tuck rule.
Congrats.
This is easily the worst way of
deciding a championship, with a
close second being penalty kicks in
soccer (bur that's Euro~ football so who cares).
There are many ways to decide a
championship that don't involve a
game of chance. For the rime
being. I'll nominate myself the
OVC pseudo-commissioner.
Conference Point Deferential:
Here's a crazy idea - since every
team has played everybody, let's
add up all the points scored versus
points allowed and find the best
team. The fear with this is a coach
could become the next Steve
Spurrier and run up the score of
OVC games by bearing teams 700. So what?
Ifa team is a part ofa league and
simply is unable to stop somebody
from running up and down the
fidd, who's fault is that? Note to
OVC officials: If this were used,
Eastern would make the playoffi.
Highest ranked ream: Simply
put, coaches know football, and
logtcally that would make them
the best ro judge who should go to
the playoffs. By goUy, we have a
poll for that, let's use it for more
than space in a newspaper. For the
record, Eastern would win this one
too.
.
Silent Conference Vote: There
are five coaches that are not
involved in the championship ride
run. Send out a silent poll to the
6ve coaches. Ten points for first
SEE

STEVENS
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